Just Your Type by Scrapdolly
I am fascinated by font and
typography of all kinds. I use Font
Expert to sort and store, install and
uninstall my fonts and I have
hundreds, but I am of the opinion
you can never have too many. I also
love to mimic famous things in
titles (oh and puns are never bad
either. The idea for the title came
from Nigel (yes quite old) next to
the sign of the very old village and
even when taking the picture I said
‘Now that’s what I call old’
(interpretation whichever way you
choose!)
This class includes a font/typography element to it but it is entirely up to you how simple or complex
you make it. As long as there is a square with the title you are good, but do have a play with fonts
and styles as you go. You never know, you may end up as hooked as me. You may want to also use
the ‘Now That’s What I call’ format and come up with your own CD title block.
Supplies
For the class with the page as mine is you need








One photo – mine was approximately 7” x 5”
One sheet of cardstock
One half sheet of cardstock in each of two complimentary colours
One half sheet of two different patterned papers or just scraps (I used my scrap box)
Embellishments of choice
Inks and optional stencils
For the title block you either need to print it on the computer or cut squares of cardstock
and paper and add your own letters with die cuts, stamps or stickers. If printing you need
some card to print the final design on.

Title block
I made my block on the computer and printed it off. The idea was based on being a copy of the
Music CD series ‘Now That’s What I Call Music.’ I wanted the block to be square like a CD cover and
to mimic the style of the font used and the format with the ‘that’s what I call’ in the middle. I used a
font called Bullpen 3D downloaded from here http://www.1001freefonts.com/bullpen_3d.font

My title block is approximately 4”
square when double mounted. I filled
in the colours of the 3D letters to
coordinate with the page and also,
before printing, put a design behind
the type to further mimic the CD style.
Once printed on card I double
mounted it and, voila, a title block
with a quirky link to CDs we love. You
can play with this format so well … I
am sure you could come up with a
dozen versions of ‘Now That’s What I
Call….’

Page
I mounted the photo on one of the cardstock pieces and inked the edges, using moss green.
I cut two blocks from the striped paper, inked the edges and offset them and also cut several strips,
also inked, to add in three different places on the page.
I used two punched strips from the second patterned paper and I used some of the cardstock to
mount the title block and the elements.
Once everything was inked and glued down I added some inked stencil detail using a Tim Holtz
stencil to the top and bottom corner and finally I added the title block.
It’s a really simple class, but I hope you will join in and either make your own ‘Now that’s what I call
….’ tribute block or just have fun making a title block that used typography in some form or other.

